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Qualitative v. Quantitative data

Qualitative Quantitative

Complete a detailed description Classify features, count them, construct 

models to explain what is observed

Design emerges as the study unfolds Study is carefully designed before data 

is collected

Researcher is gathering data Researcher uses tools (questionnaires or 

equipment) to collect data

Data is in the form of words, pictures, or 

artifacts

Data is in the form of numbers & 

statistics

Usually more depth, time consuming, and 

less able to be generalized

Usually more efficient, able to test 

hypotheses, but could miss contextual 

data



Criticisms of Qualitative Research

 Samples tend to be small and not necessarily 

representative of broader population

 Findings lack rigor

 It is difficult to determine how the findings are 

biased by the researcher



Strengths of Qualitative Research

 Allows for complex textual descriptions of how 

people experience a given issue

 Identifies intangible factors 

 Allows us to interpret and better understand a 

complex reality of a given situation



Criticisms of Quantitative Research

 Lack of detail and ability to follow up make it 

difficult to interpret data effectively.  For example:

 Rigid & fixed nature of research design can result 

in relevant info being missed



Strengths of Quantitative

 Can use statistics to derive important facts from 

data, including trends

 Descriptive data (statistics) allows the capture of a 

snapshot of a phenomenon 

 Can usually reach a larger sample of the 

population since methods for data collection are 

less time intensive (still need to determine statistical 

significance)



Quantitative Qualitative

General Framework Seek to confirm hypotheses 

about phenomena

Instruments use more rigid 

style of eliciting and 

categorizing responses to 

questions

Use highly structured 

methods such as 

questionnaires, surveys, and 

structured observation

Seek to explore 

phenomena

Instruments use more 

flexible, iterative style of 

eliciting and categorizing 

responses to questions

Use semi-structured 

methods such as in-depth 

interviews, focus groups, 

and participant 

observation

Family health International, Qualitative Research Methods: A Data Collector’s Field Guide 



Quantitative Qualitative

Analytical Objectives To quantify variation

To predict causal 

relationships

To describe characteristics 

of a population

To describe variation

To describe and explain 

relationships

To describe individual 

experiences

To describe group norms

Question Format Close-ended Open-ended

Data Format Numerical (obtained by 

assigning numerical values 

to responses)

Textual (obtained from 

field notes, audio tapes, 

etc.)

Family health International, Qualitative Research Methods: A Data Collector’s Field Guide 



Quantitative Qualitative

Flexibility in study design Study design is stable from 

beginning to end

Participant responses do 

not influence or determine 

how and which questions 

researchers ask next

Study design is subject to 

statistical assumptions and 

conditions

Some aspects of the study 

are flexible (the addition, 

exclusion, or wording of a 

particular interview 

question – for example)

Participant responses affect 

how and which questions 

researchers ask next

Study design is iterative, 

that is, data collection and 

research questions are 

adjusted according to what 

is learned

Family health International, Qualitative Research Methods: A Data Collector’s Field Guide 



Observation
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Observation

 Any sensory perception not only visual, of external 

cues which help us understand phenomena

 In geography, this typically means travelling to 

study area for observing phenomena



Observing inanimate objects

 Estimating building value by observation

 Size

 Materials

 Features

 Condition

 What else?











Observing humans – unobtrusive 

 Measuring attributes without any information being 

directly provided by the subjects

 An example: bike commuters – you might sit on a corner 

and count the number of bike commuters on a given 

morning and take field notes of the general 

characteristics such as age, gender, type of bicycle, 

transporting kids or pets, etc.

 Direct measures behavior rather than relying on self-

reporting



Observing humans – participant

 When the researcher interacts with the subjects 

within their normal social environment

 Quasi – socially interacts but remains an outsider

 Fully – becomes a functioning member of the group and 

role as researcher is generally unknown to group

 An attempt to become part of the group or situation 

to gain a more internal viewpoint

 Gain an understanding by actually experiencing 

with the group





Observing humans – controlled

 Altering environment in the field or lab to control 

variables in a complex situation

 An example: trying to understand how traffic patterns 

would shift if changes were made to routes or speed 

limits, one could close streets and force drivers onto new 

routes and collect data about behavior



Asking Questions
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Asking questions

 Gathering data expressed by people about 

themselves, their views, or about phenomena



Asking questions – the need

 Data may exist, but 

 without location data

 Too broad a scale or undesirable areal unit

 Data does not already exist



Interview

 Collecting data on in-depth and individual topics 

like perspectives, experiences, and beliefs through 

purposeful conversation conducted in a structured 

format

 A conversation with a purpose to gather information





Types of interviews

 Unstructured

 Most closely resembles a normal conversation.  Meant to 
maintain natural communication and conversation may 
wander even though the interviewer has a set of data goals 
planned.

 Free stories

 Requesting information on a specific topic and allowing the 
subject to talk in lengths about various aspects of that topic

 Structured

 Highly controlled conversation through a set of specific 
questions or visual aids (maps, pictures, models, etc)





Survey / Questionnaire 

 A set of questions designed to gather information 

from subjects with a set of choices of responses, 

either in verbal or written form

 Ability to reach a large sample through written 

questionnaires

 Responses are limiting and developing ‘good’ questions 

can be difficult





Focus Group

 Collecting data on cultural norms of a group and 

understanding broad overviews of issues found 

within a cultural group



Remotely Sensed Data
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Remote Instruments

 Collecting data by remote objects (satellites or 

planes) that can produce visual images of the earth

 Location information is included and therefore 

spatial relationships become more apparent

 Ability to ‘see’ things that are not on the visible 

electromagnetic spectrum

 Cost effective if research area is large







Ground Truthing

 Establish a method for assessing the accuracy of 

remotely sensed data by going into the field and 

measuring the same data



Stored or Existing Data
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Stored Data

 Data that was collected in the past by a variety of 

sources and can be used for the purposes of your 

own research

 Can new data be extracted from old maps, 

photographs, or written materials?

 Can stored data be used as historical context to 

research how a phenomena has changed over time?



Background Research

 Stored data can be used to get an understanding 

of the previous work that has been done in a given 

geographic area or on a specific topic



Sources of Stored Data

 Census

 Historical Societies

 Published journals / articles

 Newspapers

 Organizations (i.e. Metro or Oregon Fish & 

Wildlife)



Recording Field Data



Recording Data

 Recording data in the field to communicate a series 

of information at a point in time to be interpreted 

later



Recording data

Data sheets. enter data into a pre-determined 

survey/form based on observations in the field





Recording data

Field notes/sketches. this includes observations not 

recorded on a data sheet; sketches, weather, date, 

questions, hypotheses, and any other information that 

may be relevant to research question and/or 

fieldwork 





Recording Data

Maps.  Field maps are created by documenting what 

is observed in the field.  It can be sketched or 

information can be recorded on top of a base map.  

It is an efficient way to record facts about locations 

using symbols.





Recording Data

Photographs/Videos. This includes any photos or 

videos taken to document observations in the field 




